Odyssey of the Mind Merchandise
This Odyssey Tee is a
very comfortable and
relaxing designer tee to
wear. It is a 50/25/25
mix of cotton, polyester, and rayon. It has a
great design on the
front that really stands
out on this black forest
tee.

This sky blue tee is a
100% cotton and light
weight designer tee. It
has a fun and creative
Odyssey design on the
front.
$20

$20

This is a 600d polyester tote.
There are two front pockets. One is sized to fit a tablet with a case with a loop
for attaching keys or a pen
and the other can fit a water
bottle. There is also a large
zippered main compartment
with dimensions of 17"L
14"H 4"W and 26", 22"
shoulder straps, and an ID
holder on the back.
$12

In this fun design you have
the OMER feeling like emoji's spin wheel. This is a 1
1/2" die cast pin with Odyssey of the Mind imprinted
on the spinner.
$7

Odyssey of the Mind
Tournament Sales
Purchases at the regional tournament directly
help our region. The souvenirs available at
tournament sales are the same items from
Florida Odyssey of the Mind and the national
Odyssey of the Mind organization.

Please help the Tropical region by making your
souvenir purchases with us.

We Accept:
Cash
Checks (made out to
FLOMA)
Credit Cards

Florida Odyssey of the Mind—2019 Apparel
Assortment of sizes,
styles, and colors will
vary by region in the
hoodies and the dorm
pants.

Youth Medium
to Adult 3X

Also, while not
stocked regularly,
sizes larger than 3X
can sometimes be
ordered in the t-shirts.
Just let me know by
early November.

Adult XS
to Adult 3X

Adult XS
to Adult 3X
Adult XS is comparable to a Youth Large.
Style and color selection will vary by region.

Youth Medium to Adult 2X

PLEASE NOTE:

Front

Sample color shown –
Actual color selection
will vary by region.

Florida Odyssey of the Mind—2019 Accessories

Made popular by the reality series
“Survivor”, buffs are quite simple, yet
morph to serve many functions. A buff
can be worn as a beanie; headband; neck
gaiter; helmet liner; balaclava; sun, dust
or wind screen; bandanna; scarf; piratestyle cap; hairband; wristband; or even a
halter top. Proceeds from sales of this
product will go to the alumni scholarship
fund.

This durable pack features a
zippered expandable gusset and
a zippered front pocket
with an ear bud port.

Problem 1

OMER to the Rescue Again
Problem 2

Hide in Plain Sight

Leonardo’s
Workshop

Problem 3

PROBLEM PINS $4.00

Florida Odyssey of the Mind—2019 Pins and Charms
Structure Toss

Problem 4
Problem 5

Opposites Distract

CHARMS
$2.00

Museum Makers

Primary

2019
Florida
Charm

State Pin

